ELOQUENTIQ
Eloquentiq is an untimed verbal test consisting of 30 items that are divided into two different
verbal areas, which are: associations: and analogies. This test aims to measure ones logical
inductive ability and the ability to retrieve and percept sometimes knowledge dependent clues.
You may use help like dictionaries, internet etc. BUT help from other LIVING CREATURES is
strictly FORBIDDEN. Do not post nor share your answers with anyone whether you submit the
test or not. There is no penalty for incorrect answers. One submission is allowed. Send your
answers to info@iqlati.net, you will normally receive your score report within one week.
Norm will be available at http://iqlati.net after 30 submissions.
Along with your submission the following information is needed:
Age
Name
Country
Previous taken IQ-tests, including scores (only 1st submissions)
E-mail
Thank you for taking the Eloquentiq IQ-test.
Eloquentiq is dedicated to my friend Naoki Kaouda.
Enjoy!
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ASSOCIATIONS
Instructions Associations: one word solutions
Example
A, B, GFZ, Q
(Letters)
The items are not arranged by difficulty.
1. one, two, six, nine
2. number, book, chapter, story
3. QED, NASA, UNICEF, E.T
4. tree, time, prime, g
5. Dalai Lama, 100%, gone, grudge
6. epistemology, europe, olympic games, b.c
7. wise, counter, seven, grandpa
8. sigma, purpose, this, wisp
9. respect, Naoki, Nintendo, red circle
10. state, religion, latin, 201
11. tide, reflection, crater, shine
12. mother, father, brother, dog
13. dinosaur, Caesar, waterloo, yesterday
14. walk, stand, sleep, think
15. tetrahedron, octagon, 4x4, chess
End
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ANALOGIES
Instructions analogies: one word solutions.
Example
fast : slow :: light : dark
The items are not arranged by difficulty.
1. green : finance :: orange : ?
2. calm : angry :: squeeze : ?
3. combat : pull :: golf : ?
4. feather : weather :: opinion : ?
5. staccato : code :: morse : ?
6. author : male :: mendacity : ?
7. two : four :: five : ?
8. raw : pop :: pop : ?
9. confirm : deny :: fantasy : ?
10. pulse : dead :: sound : ?
11. amygdala : almond :: seahorse : ?
12. complex : hide :: closet : ?
13. Tachyon : E=MC2 :: Pi : ?
14. speech : teach :: master : ?
15. road : twig :: path : ?
End
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